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Abraham: First Patriarch, First Prophet
Genesis 12-23 as Motive and Model for the
Hebrew Prophetic Voice
Eleanor Swensson
As a creative writer and a faithful believer, I put a great deal of value in the human desire for expression and the universal community building power of stories.
The book of Genesis, therefore, stands for me as a strong example of both these
WOLUVTLUH.LULZPZPZ[OLZ[VY`UV[VUS`VM[OLZWLJPÄJMHTPSPLZP[MVSSV^Z[OYV\NO
the ages, but also is, above all, a tale of the family of the human race. As Devora
Steinmetz states in her analysis of family in Genesis, “it is a story about the struggle
to create a family whose members can live together and share a common destiny,
a family which can be the foundation of the future nation” (Steinmetz 11). Through
its many investigations of what it means to be human -- and further what it means
to be a human in relationship with God -- Genesis shows how the art of storytelling
can construct deeper understandings of the self as well as the world as a whole.
The emergence of this narrative voice that can strengthen both the individual and
the community, however, is not unique to Genesis alone. In fact, a similar effect is
achieved later in the scriptures by the prophetic voice, the poetic anti-institutional
speeches to the masses that challenge the community to rise to its true purpose: a
close relationship to each other and to God.
The base narrative used in Genesis to get to these human truths is the story of
(IYHOHT:HYHOHUK[OLPYSPULHNL(Z[OLÄYZ[MH[OLYPU[OLSVUNSPULVM[OL)PISPJHS
patriarchal tradition, Abraham is truly the foundation for our understanding of huTHUYLSH[PVUZOPWZIV[O^P[OLHJOV[OLYHUK^P[O.VK(IYHOHT»ZZ[VY`HZ¸[OL
WH[YPHYJO^OVZLX\LZ[TVZ[JSLHYS`PZZOHWLKI`[OL^VYKºNV»lek)”, reveals the
basic nature of a faithful human existence as one of constant wandering, of setting
V\[ PU[V \URUV^UZ HUK W\[[PUN V\Y MHP[O PU .VK»Z WYVTPZLZ [V JHYY` \Z [OYV\NO
(Steinmetz 63). This wandering which Abraham lives throughout his tale is another
similarity he shares with the prophets; Abraham lives a life in constantly pursuit of
.VK»Z^PSSMVYOPTPUZ[LHKVMHSPMLVMZ[HNUHU[HKOLZPVU[VZVJPHSTVYLZ
In this paper, I present a case for Abraham as the foundation of the prophetic
voice that arises in later texts. In fact, it is made clear in the prophetic books that
(IYHOHT»ZSPMLPUYLSH[PVUZOPW^P[O.VKPZ[OLTVKLSI`^OPJO0ZYHLSHZHWLVWSL
is to shape itself. David Rosenburg, in his book titled simply Abraham, describes
Abraham as the ideal of the prophets, their strongest motivation for their call to
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social and spiritual reform. Rosenburg states that in the time of the prophets,
B[DOLJV]LUHU[IL[^LLU(IYHOHTHUK@HO^LO^HZHN\PKPUNSPNO[HUK
`L[P[^HZILPUNMVYNV[[LUI`0ZYHLS»ZSLHKLYZYLSLNH[LK[V[OLWYV]PUJL
VMVMÄJPHSYLSPNPVU[V[OLWYPLZ[OVVK6US`[OLJV]LUHU[JV\SKIYPUN
[VTPUK[OLJVZTPJZ[Y\NNSLMVY@HO^LO»Z[Y\[OHUKQ\Z[PJLOV^P[^HZ
LZ[HISPZOLKIL[^LLU(IYHOHTHUK@HO^LOHUKOV^¯0ZYHLST\Z[SP]L
up to it. (242)
The prophets then took it upon themselves, with the divine inspiration and
Z\WWVY[VM@HO^LO[VYLTPUK0ZYHLSVM@HO^LO»ZWYVTPZLZZWVRLU[VHUKJHYYPLK
through Abraham in order to move the people to realign themselves with an AbraOHTPJRPUKVMMHP[O)HZLKVU(IYHOHT»ZZ[VY`PU.LULZPZ0OH]LPKLU[PÄLKMV\Y
KLÄUPUNJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZVMZ\JOHMHP[O^OPJOKPMMLYLU[PH[LOPZYLSH[PVUZOPW^P[O.VK
MYVTHSS[OVZLWYL]PV\ZS`KLZJYPILKPU[OL[L_[!HYLJPWYVJHSJHSSIL[^LLU@HO^LO
HUK(IYHOHTNYHK\HSYL]LSH[PVUVM.VK»Z^PSSHULTLYNPUN]VPJL[OYV\NO
which Abraham learns to speak more directly with God and 4) an anomic, deviant
L_PZ[LUJL[OH[HSPNUZ(IYHOHT^P[O.VK»ZTPZZPVUHIV]LHU`L_PZ[PUNZVJPHSUVYTZ
These four characteristics very much mirror the life not only of an ideal believer,
I\[VMHWYVWOL[OPTZLSMJHSSLKI`@HO^LOHZH[Y\Z[LKJVUÄKHU[[VNVHNHPUZ[
[OLKVTPUHU[JVUZJPV\ZULZZHUKZWYLHK.VK»Z^VYK^P[OZ[YLUN[OHUKJVU]PJ[PVU
(IYHOHT[OLYLMVYLJHUILYLHKHZ[OLÄYZ[O\THU[V^HSR[OLWYVWOL[PJWH[O
The Reciprocal Call: Yahweh’s Words and the Powerful Act of Invocation
Genesis 12-13
;OLZ[VY`VM(IYHOHTILNPUZPU.LULZPZ^OLU@HO^LOJHSSZ[V(IYHOHT
[OLU(IYHT^P[OH[^VWHY[TLZZHNLVMJVTTHUKHUKWYVTPZL@HO^LOZH`Z
to Abram,
3LH]L`V\YJV\U[Y``V\YRPUKYLKHUK`V\YMH[OLY»ZOV\ZLMVYHJV\U[Y`
which I shall show you; and I shall make you a great nation, I shall
bless you and make your name famous; you are to be a blessing!
I shall bless those who bless you,
and shall curse those who curse you,
and all clans on earth will bless themselves by you. (Gen 12:1-3)
;OLÄYZ[WHY[VM.VK»ZJHSS[V(IYHT[OLJVTTHUKPZJSLHYHUKZ[YHPNO[MVY^HYKI\[.VK»ZYLX\LZ[PZHU`[OPUNI\[ZPTWSL(IYHTPZ[VWPJR\WHUKSLH]LHSS
that he has ever known, and all that has held any value to him and his community,
in order to reach a land that is distant and ambiguous at best. As Robert Davidson
points out in his commentary, “no attempt is made to explain or justify this breakPUNVMMHTPS`[PLZ¹"@HO^LO»ZTLZZHNLPZKLSP]LYLKWVPU[ISHUR^P[OUVX\HSPÄJH[PVU
VYL_JLW[PVUZ+H]PKZVU0[PZ@HO^LO»ZWYVTPZLVMMHP[OM\SULZZ[OLYLMVYL[OH[
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makes the journey worth the physical, psychological and social risks for Abram.
:[LPUTL[aKPZJ\ZZLZ[OLPU[PTH[LJVUULJ[PVUIL[^LLU[OL[^VWHY[ZVM.VK»ZJHSS!
.VKJVTTHUKZ(IYHOHT[VSLH]LOPZMH[OLY»ZOV\ZLHUKZL[[SLHUL^
land and simultaneously promises to make Abraham into a great na[PVU;OPZWYVTPZLPZUV[ZPTWS`HYL^HYKMVYVIL`PUN.VK»ZJVTTHUK"
the promise and the command both are parts of the blessing which
God offers to Abraham, and which Abraham is to become for others.
Neither makes sense without the other. (Steinmetz 35)
:[LPUTL[a»Z JVTTLU[HY` OPNOSPNO[Z [OL PU[LYJVUULJ[LKULZZ VM .VK»Z ^VYKZ
with each other, an interconnectedness which comes to characterize the relationZOPWIL[^LLU.VKHUK(IYHTHZH^OVSL-VYQ\Z[HZ@HO^LOJHSSZ[V(IYHTPU
Genesis 12:1 -3, Abram also calls to God through the act of invocation. The back
HUKMVY[OUH[\YLVM[OLPYJVTT\UPJH[PVUPU[OLZLÄYZ[JOHW[LYZHUK^OPJOJVU[PU\LZ[OYV\NOV\[[OLZ[VY`VM(IYHOHTPZ^OH[0KLÄULHZ[OLÄYZ[KPZ[PUN\PZOPUN
THYRVM(IYHOHT»ZYLSH[PVUZOPW^P[O.VK![OLYLJPWYVJHSJHSS
The idea of a reciprocal call between God and Abram comes primarily from
[OLMYLX\LUJ`^P[O^OPJO(IYHT¸PU]VRLZ¹[OLUHTLVM@HO^LOPU[OPZ[L_[0UVYKLY[V\UKLYZ[HUK^O`(IYHTPU]VRPUN[OLUHTLVM@HO^LOPZZ\JOHKLÄUPUN[YHP[
VM[OLPYYLSH[PVUZOPW0T\Z[IYPLÅ`L_WSHPU^OH[P[TLHUZ[V¸PU]VRL¹HUKL_HTPUL
the role of invocation in Genesis to this point. According to the standard dictionary,
to invoke is “to call for with earnest desire…to declare to be binding…to call on.”
In other words, it is in and of itself a type of call that the faithful can place to their
God. It is made clear early in the text that there is something of great importance
involved in the act of invocation that differentiates it from any other communica[PVU^P[O.VK;OLJVUJLW[VMPU]VJH[PVUPZÄYZ[TLU[PVULKPU.LULZPZ!^OLU
P[PZZ[H[LK[OH[,UVZO[OLZVUVM:L[O¸^HZ[OLÄYZ[[VPU]VRL[OLUHTL@HO^LO¹
Enosh is the grandchild of Adam and Eve, the third human generation on the earth
HJJVYKPUN[V)PISPJHSJYLH[PVU;OLMHJ[[OH[OLPZ[OLÄYZ[[VPU]VRL@HO^LOPZ^VYthy of note; clearly there is something different about this man that he calls for his
.VKPUZ[LHKVM^HP[PUNMVY@HO^LO[VJHSSOPTÄYZ[;OPZKLZJYPW[PVUJVTLZH[[OL
end of a genealogy throughout which there has been little to no mention of all the
V[OLYTLU»ZHJ[PVUZ0[PZHSZVPTWVY[HU[[VUV[L[OH[,UVZO»ZHJ[PVUVMPU]VJH[PVU
is the only deed other than procreation that is mentioned in the long genealogy of
Adam and Eve provided in Genesis 4-5. The next individual to invoke the name
VM@HO^LOPZ(IYHTPU.LULZPZ!ZL]LYHSNLULYH[PVUZHM[LY,UVZOHUKL]LU[OL
repopulation of the world.1
1
0ÄUKP[^VY[O`VMUV[L[OH[L]LU5VHO[OLVUS`O\THUILPUN@HO^LOILSPL]LZPZ^VY[OZH]PUNMYVT[OLHWVJHS`W[PJÅVVKKVLZUV[
WYHJ[PJLPU]VJH[PVU[VOPZ3VYK;OPZVIZLY]H[PVUM\Y[OLYZT`[OV\NO[[OLPU]VJH[PVUPZH[Y\S`ZWLJPHSHUKPTWVY[HU[HZWLJ[VM(IYHT»Z
YLSH[PVUZOPW^P[O@HO^LO
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(ZKLÄULKLHYSPLY[OLHJ[VMPU]VRPUNPZH[`WLVMJHSS[OLMHP[OM\SJHU\ZL[V
YLHJOV\[[V[OLPY.VK0U.LULZPZ(IYHOHTPU]VRLZ[OLUHTLVM@HO^LO
[^PJL.LU!HUK!)HZLKVU[OLKLÄUP[PVUVMPU]VJH[PVUPU[OLZLPU[LYHJtions Abram was speaking to God in the same ways God was speaking to Abram;
IV[O^LYL[OLJHSSLYZHUKIV[O^LYL[OLJHSSLK0ÄUK[OPZL_[YLTLS`PU[LYLZ[PUNILcause understanding their communication in such a way colors the entire nature
of their relationship in much more egalitarian hues. To clarify, I am not claiming
that human beings and God are on an equal plane – it is still maintained throughV\[[OL[L_[[OH[.VKPZZ\YLS`[YHUZJLUKLU[IL`VUK(IYHT»ZHUKIL`VUKHSSO\man grasp – but I am arguing that the rift we have wedged between ourselves and
the divine is perhaps a bit too deep, a bit too wide, for what is actually suggested
in these stories.
;OLYLJPWYVJHSJHSSLZ[HISPZOLKIL[^LLU(IYHTHUK@HO^LOPU.LULZPZ
13 not only forms the foundation for their communication throughout the rest of
(IYHT»ZZ[VY`I\[PZ`L[HUV[OLYL_HTWSLVM[OL^HUKLYPUNL_PZ[LUJLVMHWYVWOL[
The back-and-forth of their calls and invocations mirrors the constant inner-struggle a prophet must face between voices of self and society and the voice of God,
or, in Christian theological terms, how to be in but not of this world. This reciprocP[`HSZVHSS\KLZ[V[OLNLULYHSZLHYJOMVYIHSHUJLIL[^LLUO\THU»Z^PSSHUK.VK»Z
^PSS"HJVUÅPJ[TVZ[JSLHYS`PSS\Z[YH[LKI`[OLJVUZ[Y\J[PVUHUKKLZ[Y\J[PVUVM[OL
tower of Babel in Genesis 11.
1HUaLU»ZJVTTLU[HY`VU[OLJHSSKYH^Z\WVUJVU[YHZ[Z^P[O[OLZ[VY`VM)HILS
to highlight this struggle. Janzen observes that there is a
]P]PKJVU[YHZ[IL[^LLU.VK»ZVWWVZP[PVU[VO\THUH[[LTW[Z[VTHRLH
UHTLMVY[OLTZLS]LZHUK.VK»ZPU[LU[PVU[VNP]L(IYHTHNYLH[UHTL
This contrast matches the contrast between fearful human attempts
to safeguard their unity in one place by building a walled city….and
(IYHT»Z^PSSPUNULZZ[VMVSSV^.VK»ZJHSS[VSLH]LOPZV^UWSHJLHUK
people and go to a land he does not yet see. The separation from
MHTPSPHYWSHJLHUKMHJLZ^OPJO[OLWLVWSLPU!ZLLHZÄSSLK^P[O
KHUNLYPZHZLWHYH[PVU[OH[[V(IYHTPZÄSSLK^P[OWYVTPZL1HUaLU
15-16)
/LYLHNHPU(IYHTPZZLLUHZ^HSRPUNPU[OLWH[OVMHWYVWOL[ÄUKPUN[OL
WYVTPZL HUK OVWL VM .VK»Z ^PSS PU H M\SS` V[OLYLK HUVTPJ SPML L_WLYPLUJL [OH[
ZLWHYH[LZOPTMYVTOPZZVJPL[`>P[O[OL[LUL[ZVM(IYHTHUK@HO^LO»ZYLJPWYVJHSJHSS[VVULHUV[OLYHUK(IYHT»ZWYLSPTPUHY`Z[LWZ[V^HYKZHWYVWOL[PJSPMLVM
wandering thus established, we now turn to the second distinguishing aspect of
(IYHT»ZZ[VY`!NYHK\HSYL]LSH[PVU
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Gradual Revelation: The Constant Growth of Abram’s Relationship with Yahweh
@HO^LO»ZPUP[PHSWYVTPZL[V(IYHTPU.LULZPZPZHWYVTPZLUV[VUS`VMH
prosperous future for Abram but also of the faithfulness and steadfastness of God
[V.VK»ZJOVZLU;OPZMHP[OM\SULZZPZLTWOHZPaLKI`[OLTHU`[PTLZ@HO^LOYLUL^Z[OLJV]LUHU[^P[O(IYHT[OYV\NOV\[OPZZ[VY`0UMHJ[¸B[DOPZWYVTPZLPZ[VIL
heard again by Abram at various crisis points in his life when events seem to cast
KV\I[VU[OLWVZZPIPSP[`VMP[ZM\SÄSSTLU[!"!"!¹+H]PKZVU
 ;OLMHJ[[OH[@HO^LOYLZ[H[LZ[OLWYVTPZL[V(IYHTPU(IYHT»ZKPMÄJ\S[[PTLZPZ
important because it shows that God is attentive to what Abram needs; it is another
L_HTWSLVM[OLPYJSVZLYLSH[PVUZOPWMVYQ\Z[HZ(IYHTOLLKZ.VK»Z^PSSHUKNVLZ
where he is led, so too does God follow Abram with encouragement and support
^OLUULLKLK;OLHWWLHYHUJLVM.VK»Z^VYKPU[PTLZVM[YV\ISLHSZVZWLHRZ[V[OL
concept of gradual revelation, for the full will of God is only gradually revealed to
Abram as he struggles, step by step, through his life journey.
>OPSLLHJO[PTL@HO^LO»ZYLUL^Z[OLWYVTPZLTHYRZHUPTWVY[HU[Z[LWPU[OL
NYHK\HSYL]LSH[PVUPU(IYHT»ZSPML[OLTVZ[ZPNUPÄJHU[YLZ[H[LTLU[VM[OLJV]LUHU[
VJJ\YZPU.LULZPZ0U[OPZJOHW[LY@HO^LOUV[VUS`YLUL^Z[OLJV]LUHU[WYL]PV\ZS`Z[H[LKPUJOHW[LY¸3P]LPUT`WYLZLUJLI`WLYMLJ[HUK0ZOHSSNYHU[H
covenant between myself and you, and make you very numerous…For my part,
this is my covenant with you: you will become the father of many nations” (Gen
!I\[HSZVLUHJ[Z[OLÄYZ[Z[LW[V^HYKZM\SÄSSTLU[VM[OLWYVTPZLI`NP]PUN
Abram a new name -- “And you are no longer to be called Abram; your name is
to be Abraham…And I shall maintain my covenant between myself and you, and
your descendants after you, generation after generation, as a covenant in perpetuity, to be your God and the God of your descendants after you” (Gen 17:5-7). After
OLHYPUN[OLJV]LUHU[ZVTHU`[PTLZILMVYL(IYHOHTPZÄUHSS`[VZLL[OLWYVTPZL
gradually revealed through his faithful struggles.
;OPZ ÄYZ[ Z[LW [V^HYK M\SÄSSTLU[ VM@HO^LO»Z WYVTPZL PZ JY\JPHS )` YLUHTing Abraham with a God-given title, God is aligning Abraham even closer with
.VK»Z^PSS".VKPZJSHPTPUN(IYHOHTHZ.VK»ZV^U;OPZYLUHTPUNHUKJSHPTPUN
of Abraham also serves as a safeguard against future struggles with discerning
.VK»Z^PSS0M(IYHOHTPZ.VK»ZV^UP[PZPTWSPLK[OH[[OLPYJVTT\UPJH[PVU^PSS
ILL]LUJSLHYLY[OHUILMVYL;OLHIPSP[`[VOLHYHUK\UKLYZ[HUK@HO^LO»Z^VYKPZ
of utmost importance to Abraham and the continuation of gradual revelation. As
Steinmetz states,
7LYJLW[PVU¯PZ[OLJY\JPHSPZZ\LMVY(IYHOHT(IYHOHT»ZX\LZ[ILNPUZ
^P[OÄUKPUN[OLWSHJLHUKLUKZ^P[OÄUKPUNHZVUHUK[OLWVZZPIPSP[`
VMTPZWLYJLW[PVUVMÄUKPUN[OL^YVUN[OPUNVYVMSVZPUNZPNO[VM[OL
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quest, is the single greatest pitfall which Abraham will face. Abraham
T\Z[KLÄULOPZV^UKLZ[PU`HUK^OH[OLZLLZT\Z[UV[ILN\PKLKI`
his own lack of perception or by the misperceptions of others.
(Steinmetz 64)
Receiving the name Abraham from God in Genesis 17 simultaneously conZVSLZHUKJOHSSLUNLZ(IYHOHTWYV]PUN@HO^LO»ZMHP[OM\SULZZ[OYV\NOVULM\SÄSSment of the promise while still calling him forward into the unknown future. The
YLUHTPUN [OLYLMVYL PZ HU L_[YLTLS` LMMLJ[P]L ^H` [V RLLW (IYHOHT VU .VK»Z
chosen path, for it both supports him and leads him ever onward.
I believe that revelation is not easy. It is not a swift, clean lifting of veil. To hear
the word of God, to truly hear it, is to abandon that which is familiar and accept a
new type of existence that is wholly separate from the world we know -- and one
[OH[PZL]LYJOHUNPUNJHSSPUN\ZMVY^HYK@HO^LO»ZYLUL^HSVM[OLWYVTPZLHUK[OL
renaming of Abraham is an example of the gradual process of revelation because
LHJO VM [OLZL L]LU[Z YL]LHSZ VUS`H WHY[VM@HO^LO»ZM\SSJV]LUHU[ )`YL]LHSPUN
.VK»Z^PSSZSV^S`[OYV\NOV\[(IYHOHT»ZSPML.VKLUZ\YLZ[OLPYJVU[PU\LKYLSH[PVUZOPW0M.VK»ZYL]LSH[PVU[V(IYHOHT^HZ[VILHZ\KKLUL]LU[[OLYL^V\SKILUV
need for God to continually address Abraham and repeat the covenant; there would
be no need for Abraham to struggle or wander; there would be no need for their
continuous growth in relationship with each other. Gradual revelation, therefore, is
HJLU[YHS[LUL[VM(IYHOHT»ZUHYYH[P]L-\Y[OLYNYHK\HSYL]LSH[PVUHSZVYLHMÄYTZ[OH[
.VK]HS\LZ[OLHJ[VM^HSRPUNHSVUNZPKL.VK»ZJOVZLU[OH[.VKPZILNPUUPUN[V
long for friendly companionship from Abraham instead of the strict subordination
.VKZLLTLK[VL_WLJ[PU.VK»ZWYL]PV\ZPU[LYHJ[PVUZ^P[OO\THUILPUNZ
Abraham’s Emerging Voice: The Shift from Follower to Friend Genesis 18:17-33
;OYV\NOV\[T`KPZJ\ZZPVUVM[OLYLSH[PVUZOPWIL[^LLU(IYHOHTHUK@HO^LO
I have built a case for the ways in which their interactions are much more reciprocal and even egalitarian than previous human-divine communication the Bible
KLZJYPILZ>OPSL[OLJSVZLJVUULJ[PVUIL[^LLU(IYHOHTHUK@HO^LOPZJSLHYS`
shown through both reciprocal call and gradual revelation, the unique nature of
their relationship is strengthened still in Genesis 18 which presents the reader with
[OL\UWYLJLKLU[LKVJJ\YYLUJLVMHO\THUKPYLJ[S`JOHSSLUNPUN@HO^LO[OYV\NO
HWLYZVUHSJVU]LYZH[PVU0U[OPZJVU]LYZH[PVU(IYHOHTHUK@HO^LOLUNHNLLHJO
other in an ethical debate about the destruction of Sodom. This interaction is revoS\[PVUHY`MVY[^VYLHZVUZ!@HO^LO^PSSPUNS`THRLZ@HO^LO»ZZLSM]\SULYHISL[V
Abraham and seems open to human persuasion and 2) Abraham freely and directly challenges his God.
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Before engaging in the discussion with Abraham, God “wondered, ‘Shall I
conceal from Abraham what I am going to do…I have singled him out to comTHUKOPZZVUZHUKOPZMHTPS`HM[LYOPT[VRLLW[OL^H`VM@HO^LOI`KVPUN^OH[PZ
\WYPNO[HUKQ\Z[ZV[OH[@HO^LOJHUJHYY`V\[MVY(IYHOHT^OH[OLOHZWYVTPZLK
OPT»¹.LU! ;OLZLWYLSPTPUHY`[OV\NO[ZZOV^[OH[.VKKLZPYLZ(IYHham to interact with God in an honest, open manner; it is evidence that God longs
for the faithful to use their own personal perspective to form a closer relationship
with God.2(M[LY[OPZYLÅLJ[PVU.VK[OLUZWLHRZ[V(IYHOHTSH`PUNV\[OPZWSHU[V
¸NVKV^UHUKZLL^OL[OLYVYUV[B:VKVTHUK.VTVYYHO»ZDHJ[PVUZHYLH[HSSHZ[OL
V\[JY`YLHJOPUNTL^V\SKZ\NNLZ[¹.LU!;OLMHJ[[OH[@HO^LOJOVVZLZ[V
ZWLHR[V(IYHOHTHUZ^LYZ.VK»ZV^UZLSMPUX\PY`^P[OHYLZV\UKPUNI do not want
to hide from this man. He and his family are my chosen people, I want and need
him to be involved. This story, therefore, serves not only as an example of human
ILPUNZ» SVUNPUN [V WYVNYLZZ [V^HYKZ H TVYL TH[\YL HJ[P]L MHP[O I\[ HSZV .VK»Z
KLZPYL[VOH]L\Z[OLYLHUK.VK»ZKLKPJH[PVU[VTLL[\ZOHSM^H`VUZ\JOHWH[O
The impression of a God who wants friendship with believers is furthered
Z[PSSPU]LYZL^OLU¸@HO^LOYLTHPULKPU(IYHOHT»ZWYLZLUJL¹ZOV^PUN[OH[
God willingly stands in a position to be judged by Abraham. Many commentaries
point out that this verse is often changed from its original text to read “Abraham
YLTHPULKZ[HUKPUNILMVYL[OL3VYK¹ILJH\ZL[OL[YHKP[PVUHS[L_[¸^HZ[OV\NO[[V
KL[YHJ[MYVT[OLTHQLZ[`HUKKPNUP[`VM[OL3VYK¹+H]PKZVU ;OPZZLLTPUNS`
small change has a profound impact on the overall message of the text. Janzen
notes:
the present text is marked in Hebrew Bibles as a scribal alteration
made out of a deferential desire not to see God in an inferior position.
@L[[OPZPZ[OLWVPU[VM[OL^OVSLWHZZHNL;OL.VK^OV^PSSUV[KLJPKL
the fate of the wicked cities apart from their treatment of two strangers, also will not decide apart from the agency of this called person.
The God who appears before city-states as one seeking hospitality appears before Abraham as an attendant awaiting instructions. The God
who elects to know Abraham as an intercessor waits to see how as an
PU[LYJLZZVYOL^PSSJVUJLYUOPTZLSM^P[OºYPNO[LV\ZULZZHUKQ\Z[PJL»
(59-60)
;OLZLWVPU[ZJSLHYS`Z\WWVY[HYLHKPUNVM(IYHOHT»ZYLSH[PVUZOPW^P[O@HO^LO
as one characterized by equality and honest communication from both parties.
1\Z[HZ(IYHOHTOHZ[V[OPZWVPU[ZLLU@HO^LOHZOPZSLHKLYZVUV^KVLZ@HO^LO
;OPZ]LYZLHSZVZLY]LZHZL]PKLUJLVM.VK»ZKLZPYLMVYYLJPWYVJHSJHSSHUKNYHK\HSYL]LSH[PVU)`YLJVNUPaPUN(IYHOHTHZHUPUKP]PK\HSJHSSLK@HO^LOZPT\S[HULV\ZS`HJRUV^SLKNLZ(IYHOHT»ZMHSSPIPSP[`HZHSPTP[LKO\THUILPUNHUKOPZWYVMV\UK]HS\LHZH
person of faith. Drawing Abraham into the conversation that follows shows that God is just as invested in Abraham as Abraham is in
.VKHZ^LSSHZKLTVUZ[YH[LZ.VK»Z^PSSPUNULZZ[V^HSR^P[O(IYHOHT[OYV\NO[OLWYVJLZZVMYL]LSH[PVU
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[\YU[V(IYHOHTMVYN\PKHUJL0[PZOLYLHM[LY.VKOHZTHKL.VK»ZZLSMM\SS`WYLZLU[^P[OHUKYLJLW[P]L[V(IYHOHT[OH[(IYHOHT»ZWYVWOL[PJ]VPJLLTLYNLZ
0U[OLTPKZ[VM(IYHOHTHUK.VK»ZKPZJ\ZZPVUVM:VKVT»ZHWWYVWYPH[LMH[L
(IYHOHTWVZLZHWYVMV\UKJOHSSLUNL[VOPZ3VYK!¸º+VUV[[OPURVMKVPUNZ\JO
a thing: to put the upright to death with the guilty so that upright and guilty fare
HSPRL0Z[OLQ\KNLVM[OL^OVSL^VYSKUV[[VHJ[Q\Z[S`&»¹.LU!;OL]LY`
L_PZ[LUJLVM[OPZX\LZ[PVUPZWV^LYM\SPUHUKVMP[ZLSM0[PZ[OLÄYZ[[PTL^LZLLVUL
VM.VK»ZWLVWSLJOHSSLUNL.VK»ZH\[OVYP[`"\W[V[OPZWVPU[.VK»Z^PSSPZMVSSV^LK
exactly, promptly, almost without thought. Submission to God is automatic, and
.VK»ZPU[LU[PVUZHYL[Y\Z[LKM\SS`:VTLTH`WVPU[[V[OLZ[VY`VM(KHTHUK,]L
HUK[OLPYMHSSMYVT,KLUHZHUL_LTWSHY`Z[VY`VMKPZVILKPLUJL[V@HO^LOI\[
that story presents an entirely different kind of dissent. For Adam and Eve, their
challenge to God is something to be ashamed of, a mistake that is punished and
looked upon with great sorrow and loss. In the conversation in Genesis 18, howL]LY(IYHOHTPZ\UHWVSVNL[PJHSS`VWWVZLK[V.VK»ZWSHU[VKLZ[YV`HULU[PYLJP[`
It seems unjust, unfounded, contrary to any perception of God as compassionate
HUKJHYPUN:V(IYHOHTZWLHRZ\WOLJOHSSLUNLZ@HO^LO^P[OHJVU]PJ[PVUWYL]PV\ZS`\UZLLUHUK@HO^LOLUJV\YHNLZOPT[VKVZV
;OL ZWLJPÄJ JOHSSLUNL(IYHOHT WSHJLZ [V .VK PZ HSZV ZPNUPÄJHU[ PU [OH[ P[
addresses the core sentiment heard throughout the later prophetic books: a call
MVYYPNO[LV\ZULZZHUKQ\Z[PJL+H]PKZVU»ZJVTTLU[HY`VU[OL[L_[OPNOSPNO[Z[OL
importance of this parallel:
0[PZJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJVM0ZYHLS»Z.VK[OL.VKVM(IYHOHT[OH[OLHJ[ZUV[
only in ways that men can understand, but that he makes his intentions known beforehand to certain men who are privy to his counZLS¯5V[VUS`PZ(IYHOHT[OLYLJPWPLU[VM.VK»ZWYVTPZLI\[OLOHZ
a responsibility placed upon him. I have taken care of him or ‘I have
JOVZLUOPT»¯[VPUZ[Y\J[JVTPUNNLULYH[PVUZZV[OH[[OL`TH`RLLW
the way of the LORD[OH[PZSP]L[OLRPUKVMSPML[OL3VYKL_WLJ[Z
This life can only be described in terms of doing what is right and just,
literally, righteousness and justice. Righteousness and justice are the
great, insistent prophetic demands for a society so ordered under God
that the rights and needs of all are met. (68)
This commentary echoes what I have previously stated about the importance
VM@HO^LOPU]VS]PUN(IYHOHTPU[OLKLIH[LHIV\[:VKVTWVPU[PUN[V[OL[Y\Z[
HUKYLZWVUZPIPSP[`.VKWSHJLZ\WVU(IYHOHTHUK[OLMHJ[[OH[(IYHOHTM\SÄSSZ
[OPZYLZWVUZPIPSP[`UV[^P[OISPUKHJJLW[HUJLI\[I`X\LZ[PVUPUN.VK»ZWSHUHZ
a mark of equal interactions governed by friendship and respect. It also goes beyond these claims, however, and points to the fact that verse 25 expresses the very
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central prophetic concern of righteousness and justice for all human beings. In
[OPZTVTLU[^OLU(IYHOHT»Z]VPJLLTLYNLZOPZZPTPSHYP[PLZ^P[OHUKZPNUPÄJHUJL
[V[OLWYVWOL[ZHYLJSLHYMVYIV[OOPZZWLJPÄJJVUJLYUZMVYYPNO[LV\ZULZZHUKQ\Ztice as well as his close relationship with God that empowers him to voice those
concerns are maintained as central to the prophetic message in later books. This
conversation is then yet another example of how Abraham is not only of utmost
ZPNUPÄJHUJL[V[OLWYVWOL[PJ]VPJLI\[PZ[OLÄYZ[THU[VSP]LHZHWYVWOL[PUJSVZL
connection with God.
(IYHOHT HUK .VK»Z KPZJ\ZZPVU PU .LULZPZ  PZ HSZV PTWVY[HU[ ILJH\ZL P[
SH`Z[OLMV\UKH[PVUMVY[OLÄUHSZ[LWPU(IYHOHT»ZWYVWOL[PJL_PZ[LUJLUHTLS`
his faithful acceptance of an anomic, deviant life outside the restrictions of social
norms.
Deviancy: Abraham’s Anomic Life Genesis 22-23
From the moment of the initial call in Genesis 12, Abraham follows a life path
[OH[KL]PH[LZZPNUPÄJHU[S`MYVT[OLZVJPHSUVYTZVMOPZ[PTL.VK»ZJVTTHUKMVY
Abraham to leave his father, his land, and his past in pursuit of a distant but prosWLYV\ZM\[\YLYLX\PYLZH^PSSPUNULZZVU(IYHOHT»ZWHY[[VSP]LHM\SS`HUVTPJSPML"
he is to be a constant wanderer valuing above all else -- any desires or expecta[PVUZVMZLSMHUKVYZVJPL[`OLHYPUNHUKMVSSV^PUN.VK»Z[Y\L^VYK(IYHOHT»Z
dedication to this faithful anomic existence is put to the test in Genesis 22-23,
^OLU@HO^LOJVTTHUKZ(IYHOHT[VVMMLYOPZZVUHZHO\THUZHJYPÄJLHUK^HP[Z
\U[PS(IYHOHTPZHIV\[[VZSP[OPZZVU»Z[OYVH[[VPU[LYJLKLHUKYLUL^[OLWYVTPZL
(Z[OLÄYZ[WYVWOL[[OLÄYZ[[Y\LMYPLUKVM.VK(IYHOHTPZJVUZPZ[LU[S`HZRLK
[V THRL WLYZVUHS ZHJYPÄJLZ [V THPU[HPU HUK Z[YLUN[OLU OPZ MHP[O .LULZPZ 
OV^L]LY WVZLZ HU LU[PYLS` UL^ [`WL VM ZHJYPÄJL MVY(IYHOHT" PUZ[LHK VM SLH]ing behind that which society values as important and setting forth toward God‘s
WYVTPZLZ(IYHOHTPZUV^HZRLK[VRPSSOPZV^UZVU@HO^LO»ZSVUNH^HP[LKNPM[
to Abraham and Sarah, leaving an even more ambiguous future ahead. The fact
[OH[(IYHOHTPZ^PSSPUN[VZHJYPÄJLOPZZVUOLNVLZ[OYV\NO[OLHJ[ZVMIPUKPUN
HUKHSTVZ[ZSP[[PUN[OLIV`»Z[OYVH[OHZOH\U[LKNLULYH[PVUZVM)PISPJHSYLHKLYZ
^P[OZPNUPÄJHU[X\LZ[PVUZHIV\[[OLUH[\YLVMMHP[OHUK[OLUH[\YLVM.VK4HU`
ZLL@HO^LO»ZJHSSMVY[OLZHJYPÄJLVM(IYHOHT»ZZVUHZHZPNUPÄJHU[TVYHSSHWZL"
for example, how could the God that so strongly condemned the murder of Abel
UV^JHSSMVYOVTPJPKLPU.VK»ZUHTL&6[OLYZ]PL^P[HZH[LZ[HTLU[[V[OLKHUNLYZ
VMISPUKMHP[OWYVVMVMOV^HUPUKP]PK\HS»ZILSPLMZJHUV]LYJVTLOPZVYOLYYLHZVU
and fundamental sense of right and wrong. I argue that this text can be read, how-
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L]LYPUHT\JOKPMMLYLU[SPNO[ZLLPUNP[TVYLHZHUL_[LUZPVUVM.VK»ZJHSS[V^HSR
a deviant path trusting in God for aid and guidance, than a text supporting human
ZHJYPÄJLVY[OLHIHUKVUTLU[VMIHZPJTVYHSP[`
Several commentaries support this interpretation of Genesis 22-23, all of
^OPJOLTWOHZPaL[OH[(IYHOHT»ZZ[Y\NNSL[VNP]L\WOPZV^UM\[\YLOPZV^UWYVZWLYP[`OPZV^ULNVPUVYKLY[VTHPU[HPUH[Y\LYLSH[PVUZOPW^P[O@HO^LOPZ[OL
main focus of the story.3+H]PKZVU»ZJVTTLU[HY`VU.LULZPZKLZJYPILZOV^
P[YLSH[LZ[V[OLLU[PYL[`VM(IYHOHT»ZJHSS0U[OPZ[L_[(IYHOHT
PZJVTTHUKLKI`.VK[VZHJYPÄJL[OH[^OPJOHSVULN\HYHU[LLZ[OL
M\[\YLOPZVUS`ZVU.VK»ZV^UNPM[[VOPT>OLUOLZL[ZV\[MYVT
Harran, Abraham has to leave his own country and kinsmen (12:1)
and thus break ties with the past; now his is asked to renounce his son
and thus break his ties with the future. This is the moment when that
MHP[O ^OPJO(IYHOHT W\[ PU [OL 3VYK ! MHJLZ P[Z Z\WYLTL JOHSlenge…Only in the moment of obedience, does Abraham discover
that what he was prepared to renounce is given back to him. (Davidson 94)
As Davidson states, it is only when Abraham is willing to give up what he
values above all else, his future as provided by God in the form of a son, does
(IYHOHTZLL[OH[@HO^LOPZ[Y\S`MHP[OM\S"VUS`PU[OLKHYRLZ[OV\YJHU(IYHOHT
see the full glow of the glory of God. This reading of the story is similar to the in[LYWYL[H[PVUWYVMLZZVYHUKYHIIP5VYTHU1*VOLUWYLZLU[ZPU)PSS4V`LYZ»IVVR
Genesis: A Living Discussion. He states,
It seems to me that the voice Abraham hears commanding him to sacYPÄJLOPZV^UZVUPZWLYOHWZ(IYHOHT»ZV^U]VPJL0[»Z(IYHOHT»ZLNV
[OH[ULLKZ[VWYV]LOPZÄKLSP[`HUKOPZMHP[O[VOPTZLSMHUK[OL^VYSK
Maybe the point of the story is how Abraham comes to understand
^OH[.VKYLHSS`^HU[Z¯0[»Z[OLLNVVM(IYHOHT[OH[OHZ[VILZHJYPÄJLKVU[OH[TV\U[HPUZV(IYHOHTJHUJVTLIHJR[V[OLYLHSP[`VM
who he is in relationship to God. (Moyers 224-225, 227)
)HZLKVU*VOLU»ZYLHKPUN[OLZHJYPÄJL[OH[VJJ\YZPU[OL[L_[PZ(IYHOHT»Z
LNVHUKWYPKL"OLT\Z[YLJVNUPaL[OH[.VK»Z^PSSPZNYLH[LY[OHUOPZV^UKLZPYLZ4
0UVYKLY[VZ\Z[HPUOPZJSVZLYLSH[PVUZOPW^P[O@HO^LO(IYHOHTT\Z[NV[OYV\NO
this trial to reach that understanding in full; he must be completely willing to
There is also interesting commentary based on the version of this story found in the Qumran which points to a third party, Mastema
[OL7YPUJLVM(UPTVZP[`HZ[OL]VPJL[OH[KLTHUKZ[OLZHJYPÄJL.HYJPH4HY[PULaWYV]PKLZ[OLMVSSV^PUNHUHS`ZPZVM[OL8\TYHU
[L_[![OL]LYIº[V[Y`[V[LZ[»PZUV[\ZLK¯[OL]LYI\ZLKPUV\YMYHNTLU[PZº[VILHYHNY\KNL[VJOLYPZOHUPTVZP[`»[OL]LYI\ZLK[V
characterize the hatred of Esau for Jacob (Gen 27:41)…Be it an accusation or an attack, this work of hate against Abraham is done
by the Prince of Animosity, and it is done because of Isaac…Neither jealousy nor a desire to test Abraham direct his actions; what
4HZ[LTHOVWLZ[VHJOPL]L^P[O[OPZZ[YH[HNLTPZ[VJYVZZ.VK»ZWSHUZHUKTHRLPULMMLJ[P]L[OLWYVTPZL[V(IYHOHTVMHWYVNLU`
U\TLYV\ZHZ[OLZ[HYZ[OLZHUKVY[OLK\Z[4HY[PULa >OPSL[OPZYLHKPUNKVLZUV[MVJ\ZVU[OLYLSH[PVUZOPWIL[^LLU@HO^LO
HUK(IYHOHTHZKVPU[LYWYL[H[PVUZIHZLKPU[OL)PISPJHS[L_[HSVULP[KVLZZWLHR[V[OLPTWVY[HUJLVM(IYHOHT»ZZVU;OLMHJ[[OH[[OPZ
son is a source of angelic jealousy in the Qumran strengthens an argument for him as a potential idol for his father.
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go against what he, and his surrounding society, believes is appropriate, normal
behavior and trust that his God will carry him through whatever chaos such abanKVUTLU[ TH` JH\ZL 0[ PZ OLYL [OH[ 0 HNHPU ZLL ZPNUPÄJHU[ ZPTPSHYP[PLZ IL[^LLU
Abraham and the prophets. Both must rebel against the self and against society
PUVYKLY[VPTTLYZL[OLTZLS]LZPU[V.VK"(IYHOHT»Z^PSSPUNULZZ[VZHJYPÄJLOPZ
only chance at a prosperous future -- arguably the single most valuable aspect of
life in his time -- marks an extremely anomic existence chosen in order to follow
.VK:[LPUTL[a»ZJVTTLU[HY`NVLZL]LUM\Y[OLYZ[H[PUN[OH[¸[OLHJ[VMZHJYPÄJL
has often been seen, by both ancient and modern interpreters, as a ritual of substi[\[PVU¯)`VMMLYPUN0ZHHJHZHZHJYPÄJL(IYHOHTPZVMMLYPUNOPTZLSMVU[OLHS[HY¹
;OPZYLHKPUNJSHPTZ[OH[P[PZTVYL[OHUQ\Z[(IYHOHT»ZKLZPYLZMVYHM\[\YL
[OH[T\Z[ILZHJYPÄJLKH[[OLHS[HYP[PZOPZ^OVSLZLSMHUHJ[VM\S[PTH[LO\TPSP[`
through which “Abraham enacts his complete dedication to his mission and, at
[OLZHTL[PTLKLZ[YV`Z[OLWVZZPIPSP[`VM[OLM\SÄSSTLU[VMOPZTPZZPVU¹:[LPUTL[a
;OLWHYHKV_PJHSUH[\YLVM[OPZYLHKPUNVM[OLZHJYPÄJLSLUKZP[ZLSM^LSS[V[OL
understanding of Abraham as a prophet, a man constantly co-existing in the two
contradictory planes of the physical, human reality and the divine, spiritual world.
The fundamental difference between Abraham and the prophets, however, is
that after Genesis 22-23, there is no account of Abraham speaking directly with
God ever again. Davidson credits this severance in their relationship to the fact
[OH[(IYHOHT»ZTPZZPVUOHZILLUM\SÄSSLK(JJVYKPUN[OL+H]PKZVU.LULZPZPZ
[OL\S[PTH[LTHYRVM(IYHOHT»ZWLYMLJ[MHP[OHUK¸BVDU[OPZIHZPZVMVILKPLU[MHP[O
[OLM\[\YLPZ[VILI\PS[;OPZUHYYH[P]LTHYRZ[OLLUKVM(IYHOHT»ZZWPYP[\HSL_WLYPence. God has spoken to him for the last time” (Davidson 98). For me, however,
[OPZ JLHZLK PU[LYHJ[PVU KVLZ UV[ ZPNUHS [OL JVTWSL[PVU VM(IYHOHT»Z PUKP]PK\HS
path with God, but rather is the point at which the prophetic voice grows beyond
(IYHOHT)V[OVM(IYHOHT»ZZVUZ0ZHHJHUK0ZOTHLSILJVTLWYVWOL[Z"[OLYLZ\S[VM[OLZ[YHUNLUL^ZPSLUJLIL[^LLU(IYHOHTHUK@HO^LOPZ[^VTLU^OV
KLKPJH[L[OLPYV^U]VPJLZ[VWYVJSHPTPUN.VK»Z^PSS0ZOTHLSHUK0ZHHJ»ZM\[\YLZ
as prophets show that where Abraham lost his voice, his sons found their own;
the prophetic voice, as lived in full by Abraham through reciprocal call, gradual
revelation, emerging voice and anomy, thus passes from father to sons.
>OPSL[OLJVTT\UPJH[PVUIL[^LLU(IYHOHTHUK@HO^LOTH`OH]LZ[VWWLK
(IYHOHT»ZTPZZPVUJHYYPLZVU(M[LYSP]PUNHM\SS`WYVWOL[PJSPML(IYHOHTM\Y[OLYZ
[OLTLZZHNLVM.VK»ZMHP[OM\SULZZ[OYV\NO[OL[^VZVUZNP]LUI`.VKHZM\SÄSS0KVOV^L]LYKPZW\[L*VOLU»ZJSHPT[OH[[OL]VPJL(IYHOHTOLHYZPZUV[@HO^LO;OL[L_[PZX\P[LJSLHY[OH[P[PZ.VK[OH[ZWLHRZ
[V(IYHOHT0^V\SK[OLYLMVYLHS[LY*VOLU»ZYLHKPUN[VZ[H[L[OH[@HO^LOPZH^HYLVM(IYHOHT»ZLNVHUKJHSSZMVY[OLZHJYPÄJLVM
(IYHOHT»ZZVU[VKPYLJ[S`HKKYLZZ[OH[PZZ\L0HSZVTHPU[HPU[OH[@HO^LOKVLZUV[PU[LUKMVY[OLZVU[VILOHYTLKI\[HPTZVUS`[V
Z[VW(IYHOHT»ZWV[LU[PHSPKVSH[Y`
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TLU[MVY[OLWYVTPZLHUKJV]LUHU[LZ[HISPZOLKPU.LULZPZ(IYHOHT»ZM\[\YLPU
pursuit of which he was always wandering, is secured in the continued prophetic
tradition; he remains not only a father of sons, but a father of nations, a father of
faiths and, perhaps most importantly, a father of the voice that continuously calls
us back to true relationship with God.
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